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PRESS RELEASE
PROENERGY CONTROLS SOLUTIONS TEAMS WITH ROCKWELL AUTOMATION

SEDALIA, MO – ProEnergy Controls Solutions has formally joined the Rockwell Automation
PartnerNetwork™ Program as a Recognized Commercial Systems Integrator (RcSI). Many years of
application success in critical control of turbo-machinery, power plants, and industrial facilities made
Rockwell the platform of choice for ProEnergy’s global customer base. As an RcSI business partner,
ProEnergy has become part of a worldwide network of engineering specialists and best-in-class suppliers
who work collaboratively to solve manufacturing and automation challenges in the most critical and
demanding applications.
Rockwell Automation’s Recognized System Integrators like ProEnergy must have extensive experience
in delivering customer-preferred solutions which maximize the value of the highly flexible, openarchitecture Rockwell Automation products. These market leaders offer expertise in the design,
implementation, project management and support of industrial control systems. They understand how
products are properly integrated, have deep engineering knowledge, and are specialists who consistently
follow industry standards to solve automation challenges. Rockwell’s recognized partners must not only
be experts in their field, but must also demonstrate the highest standards, financial stability, and sound
processes to minimize risk and maximize customer satisfaction when applying Rockwell Automation
technologies.
As a business strategy, ProEnergy is committed to aligning itself with companies like Rockwell who are
the best in the industry. ProEnergy provides safe and effective integrated power solutions to the global
energy industry. With the capabilities and capacity to serve a client through every phase of a power
plant’s life cycle, ProEnergy functions as a single source for power generation, fast track power projects,
parts, equipment, turbine repairs and refurbishment. Parts and equipment are provided by ProEnergy’s
wholly owned affiliated company, Energy Parts Solutions. ProEnergy’s worldwide headquarters are
located in Sedalia, Missouri. The company also has U. S. offices in Houston, Texas and Fort Collins,
Colorado; and international offices in Argentina, Brazil, Panama, Venezuela, Pakistan and Angola. More
information can be found at www.proenergyservices.com and at www.energy-parts.com.

Rockwell Automation, Inc. (NYSE: ROK), the world’s largest company dedicated to industrial
automation and information, makes its customers more productive and the world more sustainable.
Headquartered in Milwaukee, Wis., Rockwell Automation employs about 21,000 people serving
customers in more than 80 countries.
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